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The Annual Meeting of the Big Bear Southwest Shore Colony Association (BBSWSCA) was 
called to order by Dick Fisher (Cabin #85) at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, July 5, 2008, on Keystone 
Point.  A total of 42 cabins were represented out of the total of 76 cabins in our Southwest Shore 
Colony. 
 
The Annual Meeting covered the following agenda items and other business: 
 
1. CalTrans Bridge Project 
 
Sometime in 2009 CalTrans will begin work on its project to put a bridge across the canyon west 
of Big Bear Dam, virtually out of sight from our Southwest Shore Colony and the lake.  The 
main impact will be at the far west end of our Colony, where part of the project is to straighten 
out the sharp first curve from the dam.  The modified roadway will eliminate a piece of the 
present parking at the dam in order to straighten the curve. The rock face at the first curve will be 
cut back, and the highway will be relocated so that it runs farther to the west of the cabins.  There 
inevitably will be dust, debris, and road closures during the construction phase, which may cause 
some disruption to cabin access.  More information will be forthcoming from CalTrans as the 
project start gets closer. 
 
2. E-mail Addresses and Website Access 
 
Bob TeSelle (Cabin #43) distributed a listing of all cabin owners and their e-mail addresses as 
currently listed in our database.  Each attendee was asked to double-check his or her information, 
and to make additions and corrections as necessary.  E-mail is now our sole means of 
communicating with cabin owners, since it is so efficient and inexpensive.  We encourage all 
owners to keep their e-mail addresses current, and to make sure at least one person from each 
cabin has an e-mail address on file with our Association.  Please send any e-mail changes to Bob 
TeSelle (rteselle@bbswsca.org).  For any cabin that does not have e-mail, that owner should 
make sure that he or she gets new Association information from a neighbor either by phone or by 
“snail mail”. 
 
Our Big Bear website (www.bbswsca.org) is password-protected because it contains names, 
addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail information that many owners do not wish to share on a 
non-protected public website.  To enter the website, simply go to the website 
(www.bbswsca.org), click the button called “Owner’s Login”, and enter your user name and 
password.  If you do NOT have a user name and password, go to the website and click the button 
called “Get New Login”.  Fill out the Login Request Form and click the “Submit” button.  Bob 
TeSelle will confirm back to you when your login name has been activated.  For other questions 
about the website, e-mail our webmaster Bob TeSelle (rteselle@bbswsca.org).  
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3. Cabin User Fee Fairness Act (CUFFA) 
 
Dick Fisher introduced Roy Glauthier, a fellow cabin owner from the Big Bear Metcalf Bay 
Tract and past President of National Forest Homeowners Assn.  NFH represents all permittees of 
USFS recreational residences nationwide.  Roy and the NFH staff communicate with Forest 
Service personnel at the highest levels in Washington D.C. in order to represent the interests of 
the 14,000+ nationwide residential lessees on Forest Service lands.  Over the years NFH has 
done much to protect all of us from higher fees and onerous restrictions.  The NFH website 
(www.nationalforesthomeowners.org) has lots of good information and commentary on issues 
such as appraisals, permit renewals, and permit fees.  Please consider joining NFH if you have 
not already done so.  It is well-worth the $40 annual membership fee. 
 
CUFFA is the federal legislation that governs the process for setting cabin user fees based on 
periodic appraisals of lot valuations.  Roy Glauthier discussed some of the history of the Cabin 
User Fee Fairness Act and the problems that arose during the last appraisal in the late 1990’s.  
The CUFFA legislation was redrafted in 2000 and adopted in the hope that the previous 
“fairness” problems had been rectified.  Apparently they have not!    Early results of cabin 
appraisals in other western states show sizable increases in cabin user fees, ranging from 200% 
to 700%.  Attempts at negotiation with the Forest Service in Washington have not been 
successful.  The last recourse seems to be a future appeal to Congress to redraft the CUFFA 
legislation.   
 
The National Forest Homeowners and other interested organizations have formed a group called 
“Coalition 2”, which will be going back to Congress for reconsideration of the CUFFA 
legislation.  Coalition 2 is organizing a letter-writing campaign encouraging all cabin owners, 
families, and friends to write their elected Washington representatives and advocate for a revised 
CUFFA bill.  Coalition 2 will send us more information about letter-writing guidelines in the 
next several weeks.  Apparently it is very important that cabin owners and users send individual 
letters, rather than form letters, since form letters routinely get set aside and ignored in 
Washington.  Also, e-mails and faxes are better than physical letters, which often get delayed 
because of security screening procedures.  Hopefully the owners and users in the Southwest 
Shore Colony can be counted on to participate in an active letter-writing campaign.  More details 
will follow soon. 
 
Under the current CUFFA regulations, once a new cabin user fee is determined by an appraisal 
and is published to the cabin owners, there will be a one-year lag between the publish date and 
the fee implementation date, during which time the cabin owners may appeal and obtain their 
own appraisal.  Differences in appraisal values will be arbitrated by our District Range, Kurt 
Winchester, who is the ultimate decision-maker regarding the appraised value.  Given the current 
timetable and the one-year implementation lag, we will probably not be subject to paying the 
new cabin user fees until at least 2011. 
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4. Appraisals 
 
The official Forest Service appraisals of all the Big Bear tracts will begin on Labor Day 
weekend, August 30 – September 1, 2008.  The Forest Service will notify us exactly when the 
appraiser will visit the Southwest Shore “typical lots”, so that our representatives can meet with 
the appraiser to present our concerns, arguments, and supporting documentation.  During the 
next two months several Southwest Shore volunteers will be gathering information on 
“comparable” properties that the appraiser should consider when determining lot valuations.  
Also, our volunteer appraisal group is gathering evidence on the economic impact of restricted 
winter access on lots located in a winter resort community.  The appraisal group is studying and 
documenting numerous arguments about why Southwest Shore lot values should be substantially 
reduced because of significant restrictions on our use of the properties.  More information on the 
appraisal process will be sent to cabin owners via e-mail as the information becomes available.  
 
5. Permit Renewals 
 
Dennis Moran (Cabin #84) reminded us that the Forest Service has sent out permit compliance 
(or non-compliance) letters to all cabin owners.  If you received a non-compliance letter, you 
should fix the non-compliance items as soon as possible.  Re-inspections of non-compliant 
cabins will begin around July 31.  If your cabin does not pass inspection at this upcoming 
re-inspection, you will not be granted a 20-year lease.  You will be issued a restricted year-to-
year permit.  If you have questions about any non-compliance item on your checklist, or about 
the consequences of failing to pass the re-inspection, contact Betty Hartenstine 
(bhartenstine@fs.fed.us; 909-382-2808). 
 
6. CalTrans “Adopt-A-Highway” Program on Highway 18 
 
The two “Adopt-A-Highway” signs on Highway 18 (one near the eastbound entrance to the dam, 
and the other on the westbound side of the highway near the Castle Rock Trail parking lot) have 
now been changed to read “Friends of Chuck Avery”, rather than “Southwest Shore Historic 
District”.  At last year’s Annual Meeting there was a discussion about removing these signs, 
since they might draw unwanted public attention and curiosity about our area, and result in 
additional traffic in our tract.  We would rather avoid the idea that the Historic District is a public 
area open and available to anyone with an interest in the history of Big Bear.  This recent signage 
name change should solve the problem, yet still honor the long-standing effort of Chuck Avery 
(Cabin #63) toward maintaining the beauty of our area.  This signage change was not intended to 
affect any clean-up efforts, but instead simply to lower our public profile.  Many thanks are due 
to Dennis Moran (Cabin #84), whose on-going relationship with CalTrans enabled this signage 
change to be accomplished quickly and effectively. 
 
Dennis and Peggy Moran (Cabin #84), along with a small band of volunteers, continue to do 
trash removal from Highway 18 on a regular basis.  Caltrans drops off orange trash bags to them 
periodically, and then their volunteer group goes out and collects trash on the stretch of highway 
extending from the Castle Rock trail on the east to Big Bear Dam on the west.  We asked Dennis 
to please let us know next time he plans a trash pickup day along Highway 18.  We will send out 
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an e-mail notice to all our cabin owners, and perhaps we can recruit some additional volunteers 
to help keep our local highway clean.  Great job, Dennis and Peggy! 
 
7. Fire Preparedness Issues 
 
Make sure you have cleared at least 30 feet around your cabin, removing all dead brush and 
limbs, and trimming back all live vegetation.  See also Item No. 10 below, which involves an 
Association-sponsored brush pickup/disposal project later this summer. 
 
Gary Stahl (Cabin #60) presented some excellent insights and recommendations about fire 
preparedness in our Southwest Shore Colony.  Gary retired a few years ago after an active career 
as a fireman.  He is a great resource to help us be fire-safe and well-prepared for a fire 
emergency. 
 
Gary recently contacted local Big Bear fire agencies to determine their “access plan” for our 
Southwest Shore Tract.  In Gary’s words, the plan is “woefully inadequate”!  The fire agencies 
only have a primitive map of our cabin locations and access roads.  There is no indication of the 
types of roads (e.g., paved, dirt, trail) or of the cabins’ orientations relative to the lake.  Gary is 
working on an updated map to give to emergency services agencies, which will provide much 
greater detail and guidance. 
 
Gary suggested clarifying the cabin number on each cabin perhaps by using 6” reflecting 
numbers on each cabin, oriented for easy viewing by incoming traffic.  We need to do as much 
as possible to make it easy for emergency service personnel to find a particular cabin in time of 
need, day or night.  Gary will consult with the emergency services agencies and analyze various 
options in order to recommend an address number product that will have the right size, shape, 
material, reflective qualities and daytime color/appearance, and possibly a uniform background 
color as part of the numerals.  We may also arrange a group purchase once the product decision 
is made, because a consistent approach is important from both a safety and an appearance 
standpoint.  Please do not run out and purchase numerals immediately until Gary has had a 
chance to make an appropriate recommendation for our Southwest Shore Tract as a whole. 
 
Gary emphasized that substantial water flow is the best means to knock down an exterior fire.  A 
normal water spigot greatly restricts water flow into a hose.  Gary showed us a large-diameter 
ball valve that allows the maximum amount of water to flow from the water main into a hose.  
He also showed us a focused spray nozzle with its own shut-off valve that can be used to get the 
maximum amount of water directed onto the burning areas. 
 
For interior fires Gary recommends a CO2 fire extinguisher rather than the more common dry 
chemical extinguisher.  Although the CO2 extinguishers are more expensive (about $135), they 
are more effective, less messy, and won’t freeze in the winter.  CO2 extinguishers can perhaps be 
purchased in bulk for as little as $100.  We will ask Gary to investigate a bulk purchase, and then 
take orders for those cabins that would like to purchase CO2 extinguishers. 
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When using any fire extinguisher, Gary recommends swirling the spray around the outside of the 
fire, making smaller circles as you get closer to the center.  This will minimize the spreading of 
the fire that might be caused by the force of a direct blast on the center. 
 
Finally, we talked about the possibility of giving local emergency services each cabin owner’s 
emergency contact number when they are not available in Big Bear.  Most of the owners at the 
meeting felt that this was a reasonable thing to do.  Another suggestion was to post a discrete 
sign on your cabin with an emergency contact number. We will explore these ideas further and 
keep everyone posted. 
 
If anyone wants more information on fire preparedness issues, please contact Gary Stahl 
(stahlg47@cox.net) for details. 
 
8. Big Bear T-Shirts 
 
Steve Hammer indicated that he received orders for approximately 24 T-shirts after the ordering 
deadline had passed, so those shirts were never purchased.  If other people would still like to 
purchase T-shirts, he may still be able to make a second run of shirts at a cost comparable to the 
first order.  For those who have not seen this year’s T-shirt, it is a bright red color with a yellow 
cartoon on the front and the usual Big Bear Lake logo on the back.  If anyone would still like to 
order T-shirts, please send an e-mail to Steve at shammer@bbswsca.org.  Fill out the order form 
and send it to Steve and Marti Hammer as described on the order form instructions. 
 
9. Annual $100 Association Dues 
 
As in prior years we will again assess a $100 annual dues obligation for each cabin, in order to 
pay for on-going projects and to build up the Association’s financial capacity to deal with major 
issues that may arise in the future.  Each cabin group should mail a check for $100 payable to 
“Big Bear Southwest Shore Association”.  Send the check to Bob TeSelle, 507 Lincoln Blvd., 
Santa Monica, CA 90402.  Please write your cabin number on the check and indicate “2008 
Dues”. 
 
10. Brush and Debris Removal 
 
Last year a successful brush and debris removal project was organized and supervised by Jack 
Whitaker (Cabin #66).  Jack has volunteered again to head up another brush removal project this 
year.  During the third week of August (i.e., August 18—22), Jack will arrange for a hauling 
company to remove piles of brush that are stacked along the roads within our tract.  To minimize 
our costs, please arrange the brush so that it can be easily reached and picked up by a pickup 
truck using manual labor.  Be sure to have your brush piles in place by Monday morning, 
August 18.  We are not sure what sequence the hauler will use when picking up the piles, but he 
will likely not revisit an area once the piles in that area have been removed.  
 
Each owner should inspect his or her property to remove unwanted brush and debris.  Dead 
branches either on the ground or low-hanging on trees should be removed.  Live bushes and 
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limbs should be trimmed back away from structures.  Small fir trees should be cut and removed, 
since they steal water and nutrients from the larger pine trees that are needed for a healthy forest 
canopy.  Do not put bags of pine needles on the brush piles.  These will not be removed.  All 
owners must dispose of pine needles on their own. 
 
Jack knows all of the access roads in our Southwest Shore Tract, and will make sure that all are 
checked for piles of brush to be picked up.  It is not necessary to contact Jack unless you have 
questions about the project.  This project is very important for keeping our forest healthy, and 
keeping our area as fire-safe as possible.  If you have questions or would like to help with this 
project, please contact Jack Whitaker at 949-494-2929 (home) or 909-878-5992 (cabin). 
 
11. Dead Tree Removal 
 
Some cabin owners asked about removing large dead trees that are still standing within our tract.  
Bill Hare (Cabin #45) has volunteered to organize a dead tree removal project, which should cost 
each cabin owner less than if each owner did this on his own.  If you have a dead tree near your 
cabin that needs to be removed, please contact Bill Hare (bill@cabin45.com) to coordinate your 
efforts with other cabin owners. 
 
12. Keystone Point Access Road Repair Project 
 
The major renovation and resurfacing of Keystone Point Road was completed last fall.  Although 
the road looked great when it was finished, there has been significant wear and damage over this 
past winter.  Much of the damage appears to be related to snow plow activity on the road.  There 
are several potholes and scrape marks, as well as some damaged sections in the retaining wall.  
Mark Bulot (Cabin #16) will contact the road contractors to analyze the causes of the damage 
and the cost of repairs.  (Note:  The Keystone Road Project is not funded by the Southwest Shore 
Colony as a whole, but rather by a subgroup of 45 cabins who are Keystone Road users.) 
 
13. Financial Report 
 
Bob TeSelle presented a brief financial report of the Southwest Shore Colony.  A detailed 
financial report had been e-mailed to all cabin owners prior to the meeting.  The Southwest 
Shore has a current cash balance of approximately $21,000.  An additional $3,000 will be 
received within the next two months from repayments of loans last year to three cabin owners for 
the Keystone Road project.  An additional $5,000-$6,000 should be received within the next few 
months as cabin owners pay the $100 annual dues for 2008.  Therefore, the Southwest Shore will 
have approximately $30,000 to use for activities such as this summer’s brush and debris removal 
project, and for other special projects that may arise in the future. 
 
14. Small Local Water Sources 
 
Dick Fisher passed along a message from Betty Hartenstine (who was on fire duty and unable to 
attend the meeting) that she will shortly be sending out a letter to all cabins that have identified a 
local spring or well as their water source.  In that letter she will advise that the County is 
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requiring that all springs and other local water sources must now come under the County water 
quality control jurisdiction, which tests and licenses private water systems.  The larger 
cooperative water systems have always had to comply with State and County licensing 
requirements and occasional testing, so this will not be a change for them, but it will be for the 
smaller systems that have previously escaped County attention.  If the testing shows impure 
water (usual culprit is coliform bacteria from animal contamination), and the problem cannot be 
otherwise resolved, then the County will require abandonment of the spring (or well) as a 
domestic water source, and the Forest Service will authorize installation of a water holding tank 
so that water can be supplied to the affected cabin(s) by one of the local water truck delivery 
services.  Bob Halstead has proven to be the best source for such tank installations and hookups.  
The holding tank and its placement itself require written Forest Service approval, and will result 
in an amendment to the cabin's permit.  Cabin owners who have questions on this topic should 
contact Betty Hartenstine (USFS). 
 
 
 
Having no more business to discuss, the Annual Meeting was adjourned about 12:00 noon. 
 
 


